
Body-mounted communications systems are often limited by the effects the human body has on 
antenna performance. This new approach mitigates these negative effects by exploiting physiological 
properties in a novel configuration that places the antenna in close proximity to the skin.

A low profile body-mounted antenna can offer benefits to a  
wide variety of users by offering greater freedom of 
movement, better comfort, and discreetness.

However, to get such antennas to work for‘off body’ 
communications has so far proved challenging. Antennas 
worn close to the body are particularly prone to 
detrimental effects which severely limit their capacity to 
perform adequately.

Absorption and disruption of the antenna’s radiated power  
result in a decrease in efficiency, a distortion in the 
radiation pattern, and antenna detuning.

Typically, this problem has been overcome by placing the  
antenna at a distance from the body, but this is often not  
practical or desirable.

Low Profile Body-amplified Antenna
A new approach, developed and demonstrated by 
scientists at the Defence Science and Technology 
Laboratory (Dstl), uses the body as part of the antenna 
design to make low profile body-mounted antennas a 
reality.

This antenna bridges the gap between the range that is  
achieved by Bluetooth and traditional radio or 3G/4G 
solutions.

Benefits
 » Low profile  - the wearer’s body is used to provide a 

cavity  
filler and backplate for the antenna, affording the 
mounted antenna element to be extremely thin.

 » Comfort - the design’s small size and weight make it 
unobtrusive to wear and provides greater freedom of 
movement.

 » Range - distances of up to 1 km can be achieved without  
the need for additional communications infrastructure.

Applications
 » Civil and military communications

 » Medical diagnostics / Patient tracking

 » Athlete monitoring and performance

 » Animal tagging and tracking

Bio-mechanical 
Antenna
A short-range directional antenna that is 
mounted onto the user’s skin that overcomes the 
body’s negative impact on antenna performance.

Technology available to license



Illustration of antenna operation
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Description
The antenna works by mounting an antenna element 
directly on or very near to the skin which creates a cavity 
backed configuration.

The antenna element is placed in locations where 
substantial flesh and bone are immediately beneath it. 
The bone underneath the antenna then acts as a reflective 
backplate and the soft tissue as a cavity filler.

The antenna then functions directionally as the 
omnidirectional rearward transmission into the body is 
subsequently reflected 
off the bone. This reflection increases the gain of the signal 
in the off-body direction.

Antenna placement
Optimal body locations for mounting the antenna 
element have been identified by modelling and by practical 
evaluation of soft tissue thickness, permittivity and 
conductivity. Its resulting size and placement then depends 
upon the performance required.

The antenna element can be applied in a number of ways, 
including as a temporary ‘tattoo’ made from an electrically 
conductive ink or decal. This could then be connected to 
the radio element by a conductive microstrip or coaxial 
feed.

Intellectual property
 » Patent applications: GB1711424.0 and  

PCT/GB2017/000112

More information
For more information about licensing this technology, or to 
speak to us about our other communications and sensors 
related IP, please contact us.

Parameter Value

Frequency range 150MHz to 1GHz

Dimensions  
(max / min)

200mm x 50mm x 5mm 
70mm x 20mm x 3mm

Range Range Up to 1 km


